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Administrative Law Nov 21 2019 Through four editions, The late Bernard Schwartz's clear and accessible casebook has illuminated a path
through the intricacies of Administrative Law for both students and instructors. Now, under the direction of Roberto L. Corrada (2000 winner
of the prestigious Carnegie fellowship for teaching), Administrative Law: A Casebook returns in a revised, refined, and updated new edition.
As in previous editions, this exemplary casebook emphasizes the basic principles of administrative law in an accessible fashion: concise and
practical, it covers key topics in just seven chapters clear and straightforward, it was written with students in mind arranged
chronologically, it mirrors the course of procedure in actual practice organized for flexibility, it begins with an overview of
administrative law and its agencies addressing state law issues, In addition to standard federal topics, it gives students valuable exposure
To The arena where most administrative law issues come up In the new edition, changes, revisions, and improvements for an up-to-date
portrait of administrative law, including new coverage of the Office of Independent Counsel and Morrison v. Olson FDA v. Brown & Williamson,
The decision holding that the FDA does not have the right to regulate the tobacco industry agency regulation of cyberspace And The
Electronic Freedom of Information Act new coverage of the doctrine of non-delegation and EPA v. ATA Plus, revised and expanded coverage of
standing issues, welfare reform, And The Chevron doctrine and its increasing importance today
Commercial Law Jun 21 2022 The Tenth Edition treats in detail the provisions of Article 9 (Secured Transactions) and updates the material
on Articles 3 (Negotiable Instruments), 4 (Bank Deposits and Collections), 4A (Funds Transfers), 5 (Letters of Credit), and 8 (Investment
Securities). It takes into account developing case law applying the 2010 Amendments to Article 9, and important developments in federal law
governing payment systems, including amendments to Regulation CC. Eleven new cases have been added. While also including new notes,
problems, and text, this edition retains the mix of problems and cases present in previous editions. Form agreements are included.
Water Resource Management Aug 19 2019
Studies in Contract Law Oct 13 2021 The new edition includes many new features including a new introductory chapter which provides an
overview of the course in the first two weeks, as well as modern movements in contracts jurisprudence. This edition covers new cases dealing
with contract issues growing out of the current foreclosure crisis as well as new cases from the Supreme Court's recent arbitration
jurisprudence. The authors added new coverage of unilateral change of terms provisions in consumer contracts and new materials covering the
Constitution's contract clause in relation to current state pension crisis. The materials have been reorganized and streamlined. Some cases
have been moved around in the book so as to provide a more logical structure that students will find more accessible.
The Law of Oil and Gas Aug 31 2020
Constitutional law Jul 22 2022
Contracts Mar 06 2021 Contracts: Cases and Theory has two principal ambitions: first, to present the basic doctrine of contracts in a
comprehensive and coherent fashion; and second, to encourage a rigorous and interdisciplinary approach to thinking about the values and
principles that inspire the law. The book provides a systematic survey of contract law while weaving in perspectives from economics,
philosophy, sociology, and legal theory, to show how these disciplines can be used to both illuminate and criticize the law as it stands.
The book's treatments of "law and" ideas are designed to be free-standing, making the book an excellent introduction to interdisciplinary
legal thought for students without prior training in other fields.
Social Science in Law Apr 19 2022
Public Welfare Law Mar 18 2022 Public Welfare Law provides comprehensive coverage of all aspects of public benefit law. Its heaviest
emphasis is on AFDC/TANF, food stamps/SNAP, Medicaid, Social Security/SSI, and unemployment compensation. It also includes both main cases
and extensive note materials on a wide range of other programs, including public housing, Section 8, the Low-Income Housing Credit, LIHEAP,
school meals, WIC, disaster assistance, trade adjustment assistance, foster care, veterans' pensions, Black Lung disability, survivors'
insurance, general assistance, and lifeline communications, among others. To help students develop transferable analytic skills, it is
organized by concept rather than by program, with each conceptual chapter drawing illustrations from multiple programs. Thus, for example,
chapters cover means testing, program administration, federalism, the differences between capped and open-ended programs, the amount of
benefits and the form in which they are provided, work, other behavioral rules, interactions with immigration law, and challenges facing
people with disabilities. Each chapter then draws on examples from multiple programs, allowing students to see both commonalities and
critical differences. Copious notes, discussion questions, and problems in each section facilitate moving class discussion in many different
directions. The book can support a substantive course or seminar in public benefits law or the classroom component of a clinic or practicum.
It includes both practical materials (e.g., a step-by-step guide to calculating SNAP and EITC eligibility and benefits, cases on each of the
five steps of the SSDI/SSI disability determination process) and theoretical and policy insights from across the political spectrum.
Although its emphasis is on law, it also acquaints students with important social scientists such as William Julius Wilson, Kathryn Edin,
Frances Fox Piven, and Richard Cloward and with research organizations such as the Center on Budget and Policy Priorities. It also includes
the voices of recipients of public benefits. The book is also designed to support a course in legislation and regulation. To this end, cases
and materials were selected to present crucial aspects of administrative law (e.g., rule-making, FOIA, FACA, Chevron deference, arbitrary
and capricious review, and procedural due process), major approaches to statutory interpretation, economic analysis of agency behavior and
regulatory choices, public choice, privatization, and institutional reform litigation. A complete teacher's manual will provide suggestions
on helping students through the more technical aspects of the materials, what to expect from discussion of the various questions and
problems, and the author's insights from having taught these materials at six law schools as well as to policy and social work students.
Academic Legal Writing Jul 18 2019 Designed to help law students write and publish articles, Academic Legal Writing provides detailed
instructions for every aspect of the law school writing, research, and publication process. Topics covered include law review articles and
student notes, seminar term papers, how to shift from research to writing, cite-checking others work, publishing, and publicizing written
works. With supporting documents available on http://volokh.com/writing, the book helps law students and everyone else involved in academic
legal writing: professors save time and effort communicating basic points to students; law schools satisfy the American Bar Associations
second- and third-year writing requirements; and law reviews receive better notes from their staff.Summary of Contents" ChaptersI. Law
Review Articles and Student Notes: The BasicsA. The Initial Step: Choosing a ClaimB. Organizing the ArticleC. Turning Practical Work into
ArticlesD. Budgeting Your TimeE. Deciding What to Set AsideF. Choosing a TitleG. SummaryII. Seminar Term Papers: The BasicsA. Introduction:
Comparing Seminar Term Papers and Academic ArticlesB. Figuring out What Your Instructor ExpectsC. Finding a TopicD. Budgeting Your TimeE.
Turning the Paper into a Publishable ArticleIII. ResearchA. Identifying Sample Cases and IncidentsB. Understanding the LawC. Knowing When to
Start WritingIV. WritingA. There Are No Lazy Readers-Only Busy ReadersB. Go Through Many DraftsC. If You See No Red Marks on a Paragraph, Go
over It AgainD. If You Need to Reread Something to Understand It, Rewrite ItE. Read the Draft With "New Eyes"F. Finish the First Draft
Quickly/Defeat Writer's Block by Skipping AroundG. React Effectively to Editing SuggestionsH. Use Subsection HeadingsI. Use a Table of
ContentsJ. Note Down All Your IdeasK. Things to Look for: LogicL. Things to Look for: WritingM. ProofreadingN. Editing: Two ExercisesV.
Using Evidence CorrectlyA. Read, Quote, and Cite the Original SourceB. Check the Studies on Which You RelyC. Compromise WiselyD. Be Careful

with the Terms You UseE. Try to Avoid Foreseeable MisunderstandingsF. Understand Your SourceG. Handle Survey Evidence CorrectlyH. Be
Explicit About Your AssumptionsI. Make Sure Your Comparisons Make SenseJ. A Source-Checking ExerciseK. SummaryVI. Cite-Checking Others'
ArticlesA. Recommendations for Cite-CheckersB. Recommendations for Law Review EditorsVII. Publishing and PublicizingA. Consider Publishing
Outside Your SchoolB. Working with Law Journal EditorsC. Publicizing the Article Before It's PublishedD. Publicizing the Published ArticleE.
Planning the Next ArticleVIII. Entering Writing CompetitionsA. Why You Should Do ThisB. Competitions That Don't Offer PublicationC.
Competitions That Guarantee PublicationD. Competitions That Offer a Chance for PublicationE. Competitions That Solicit Published PiecesF.
Competitions That Solicit Unpublished PiecesIX. Getting On Law ReviewA. What Is a Law ReviewB. Why Be on a Law Review?C. Which Law Review?D.
"Making Law Review"E. Writing On: BackgroundF. Writing On: A Timeline for After You StartG. Special Suggestions for Case NotesH. The
Personal StatementX. Academic EthicsA. Avoiding PlagiarismB. Being CandidC. Being Fair and Polite to Your AdversariesD. Being Fair to the
Law Review Editors Who Publish Your ArticleE. Preserving ConfidentialityF. Treating Sources FairlyG. Making Data Available" Conclusion"
AppendixesI. Clumsy Words and PhrasesA. Needlessly Formal WordsB. CircumlocutionsC. RedundanciesII. Answers to ExercisesA. Editing
ExerciseB. Understanding Your SourceC. USA Today Survey ReportD. Drunk Driving StudyE. Source-Checking ExerciseIII. Sample Cover LettersA.
For Sending and Article to Law ReviewsB. For Sending a Reprint to Potential ReadersC. For Sending a Reprint to Potential Readers on Whose
Work You Substantially Rely
Wildlife Law Nov 14 2021 This edition draws liberally upon the subject's rich history, in law and culture. Without that history there can
be no firm understanding of the subject. Animals are living entities, organized into shifting, complex ecological systems; from the first
page, biology plays a critical role in our story. Moral sentiments and ethical values have expanded to attend to the plight of particular
animals, to species, and to the healthy functioning of communities. Ethical concerns, too, appear in this edition as a key issue. The
authors have, in effect, combined several wildlife law books into one, to give instructors freedom to tailor their courses as they see fit.
Adopters of this edition need not endeavor to use the book in its entirety, nor is there reason to do so. Many of the chapters standalone
and can be used in various combinations.
Contract Law Casebook Jan 24 2020 A new casebook for contract law - specifically designed to accompany Contract Law, Fifth Edition to
provide students with ready access to key contract law cases.
Fundamentals of Modern Property Law Aug 23 2022
Criminal Law Sep 24 2022 The 2008 eighth edition of Cases and Comments on Criminal Law continues the format of subject-matter structure
that was introduced several editions before and has proven successful and eminently workable in the classroom. At the same time, the eighth
edition strikes several new themes designed to modernize the book and make it more meaningful in today's justice system as well as more
accessible to the students. Some older cases have been removed and new cases added to address conceptual issues in a contemporary setting.
For example, the 7th and 8th editions have added thirteen new cases to Chapter 2 (four in the 8th edition) including recent United States
Supreme Court decisions that have impressed themselves onto the national legal framework.The Notes and Questions have been updated where
desirable to reflect variations on the principal cases in modern factual circumstances. Additionally, problems (with citations to the cases
they reflect) have been added to the Notes to permit exploration of conceptual nuances in a context less directive than case analysis.Most
importantly, in the 8th edition we have added a new chapter on "Crimes Against Governmental Authority." Although the impetus for this
chapter was provided by the government's response to the recent terrorist threat, the chapter covers how the state historically has dealt
with both physical and sociopolitical challenges to its authority and the welfare of its citizens. After a brief history of governmental
acts to defend itself, beginning with sedition at the end of the 18th Century, the chapter covers how traditional crimes have been used by
the state in this capacity, and then takes up statutes that have been enacted explicitly to deal with threats to governmental authority,
such as crimes aimed at communism, the USA PATRIOT Act, and at material support of terrorist organizations. We have developed this chapter
to provide a contemporary setting for showing how the criminal law is utilized to combat threats in a nontraditional area of the first-year
course of criminal law, and we hope it appeals to those who prefer both the contemporary and the nontraditional. As in the past, our book
starts with a brief outline of criminal procedure. We believe it essential that a beginning student have an insight into the criminal
justice process as a prerequisite to a proper understanding of the cases on substantive criminal law. As in prior editions, the book ends
with an Appendix containing pertinent provisions of the United States Constitution and its Amendments. Since these provisions are liberally
referred to in many cases, the student has ready access to their precise wording.
The Constitution of the United States Feb 23 2020 This is the 2011 Supplement to Paulsen, Calabresi, McConneell, and Bray's The
Constitution of the United States casebook.
Patent Law Nov 02 2020 Patent Law: Cases, Problems, and Materials is a free casebook, co-authored by Professor Jonathan S. Masur
(University of Chicago Law School) and Professor Lisa Larrimore Ouellette (Stanford Law School). The casebook is made available under a
Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-NoDerivatives 4.0 International License. A digital version of the casebook can be downloaded free
online at patentcasebook.org, and a printed copy can be purchased on Amazon at cost.
Fidelity & Constraint Apr 26 2020 The fundamental fact about our Constitution is that it is old -- the oldest written constitution in the
world. The fundamental challenge for interpreters of the Constitution is how to read that old document over time. In Fidelity & Constraint,
legal scholar Lawrence Lessig explains that one of the most basic approaches to interpreting the constitution is the process of translation.
Indeed, some of the most significant shifts in constitutional doctrine are products of the evolution of the translation process over time.
In every new era, judges understand their translations as instances of "interpretive fidelity," framed within each new temporal context.
Yet, as Lessig also argues, there is a repeatedly occurring countermove that upends the process of translation. Throughout American history,
there has been a second fidelity in addition to interpretive fidelity: what Lessig calls "fidelity to role." In each of the cycles of
translation that he describes, the role of the judge -- the ultimate translator -- has evolved too. Old ways of interpreting the text now
become illegitimate because they do not match up with the judge's perceived role. And when that conflict occurs, the practice of judges
within our tradition has been to follow the guidance of a fidelity to role. Ultimately, Lessig not only shows us how important the concept
of translation is to constitutional interpretation, but also exposes the institutional limits on this practice. The first work of both
constitutional and foundational theory by one of America's leading legal minds, Fidelity & Constraint maps strategies that both help judges
understand the fundamental conflict at the heart of interpretation whenever it arises and work around the limits it inevitably creates.
A Casebook on the Roman Law of Contracts Feb 05 2021 Roman contract law has profoundly influenced subsequent legal systems throughout the
world, but is inarguably an important subject in its own right. This casebook introduces students to the rich body of Roman law concerning
contracts between private individuals. In order to bring out the intricacy of Roman contract law, the casebook employs the case-law
method--actual Roman texts, drawn from Justinian's Digest and other sources, are presented both in Latin and English, along with
introductions and discussions that fill out the background of the cases and explore related legal issues. This method reflects the casuistic
practices of the jurists themselves: concentrating on the fact-rich environment in which contracts are made and enforced, while never losing
sight of the broader principles upon which the jurists constructed the law. The casebook concentrates especially on stipulation and sale,
which are particularly well represented in surviving sources. Beyond these and other standard contracts, the book also has chapters on the
capacity to contract, the creation of third-party rights and duties, and the main forms of unjustified enrichment. What students can hope to
learn from this casebook is not only the general outlines and details of Roman contract law, but also how the jurists developed such law out
of rudimentary civil procedures. An online teacher's manual is available for instructors; to access it, see page xxi of the Casebook.
Fundamentals of Modern Property Law + Casebookplus Jul 10 2021 As a part of our CasebookPlus offering, you'll receive the print book along
with lifetime digital access to the eBook. Additionally you'll receive the Learning Library which includes quizzes tied specifically to your
book, and outline starter and digital access to leading study aids in that subject and the Gilbert Law Dictionary. Rabin, Kwall, Kwall, and
Arnoldâe(tm)s Fundamentals of Modern Property Law tracks contemporary trends in property law with particular attention to emerging issues of
environmental sustainability. The problem-based structure of the casebook comports with the student learning outcomes and assessment
approach emphasized in recent years by the American Bar Association and the Carnegie Endowment Report. This edition provides a comprehensive
introduction to intellectual property law. The novel legal problems raised by advances in technology demand that students receive early
exposure to this area of law. This edition also emphasizes a planning perspective since lawyers spend a significant amount of time planning,
as well as resolving controversies.
Antitrust Law and Trade Regulation, Cases and Materials Jul 30 2020 This edition of the book offers a comprehensive re-thinking of
antitrust law, approaching competition problems in the market from a functional standpoint. The book has roots in prior editions, but it
really offers a top-to-bottom reconsideration of how best to present modern issues in antitrust. After a brief introduction to the origins
and objectives of antitrust law, the book launches the study of the field with a chapter on the concept of market power and the meaning of
competition--building blocks that are essential to understanding everything else that follows in the course. It then devotes three chapters
to the primary kinds of antitrust issues that arise from marketplace conduct: horizontal agreements among competitors, vertical distribution
agreements, and exclusionary practices (whether done by a single firm or a group). Because of their importance to the economy, as well as to
antitrust practice, mergers have their own chapter, which provides not only the important judicial opinions in this area, but also extensive
materials from the Department of Justice and the Federal Trade Commission, the primary regulators of merger activity. The book then turns to

two specialized issues that are of growing importance: the way in which U.S. antitrust laws operate in the global economy, and an innovative
new chapter on intellectual property, technology, and platforms. It concludes with a chapter discussing the legal boundaries around the
field of antitrust, including exemptions and immunities, and a chapter on the institutional framework for enforcement--the framework that
translates words on a page into reality on the ground. The Seventh Edition retains and, where appropriate, adds to, the problems that have
been a feature of this book for decades. To maximize instructor flexibility, the problems for each topic now appear at the end of the
chapter.
Principles of Patent Law, Cases and Materials Dec 23 2019
The Law of Democracy Oct 21 2019 The Law of Democracy offers a systematic exploration of the legal construction of American democracy. The
book brings together a cluster of issues in law regulating the design of democratic institutions, and the book employs a variety of methods
- historical, comparative, theoretical, doctrinal - to explore foundational questions in the theory and practice of democracy. Covered
issues include the historical development of the individual right to vote; current struggles over racial gerrymandering; the relationship of
the state to political parties; the constitutional and policy issues surrounding campaign-finance reform; and the tension between majority
rule and fair representation of minorities in democratic bodies.
Casebook on Contract Law Dec 15 2021 'Casebook on Contract Law' provides students with a comprehensive selection of the cases most likely
to be encountered on contract law courses and is specifically designed to meet their needs.
Wildlife Law Feb 17 2022 Wildlife Law is a comprehensive and readable primer that provides an overview of U.S. wildlife law for a broad
audience, including professionals who work with wildlife or who manage wildlife habitat, students across the spectrum of natural resource
courses, landowners, developers, hunters, guides, and those associated with the field of private game ranching. Authors Eric T. Freyfogle
and Dale D. Goble are legal scholars who are experts in wildlife law. This book is the first ever to survey the entire field, covering state
and federal law with a strong grounding in wildlife science. The writing style is lively and engaging, with descriptions of unusual and
intriguing cases that illustrate key points and bring to life the importance and intricacies of the field. The book includes thirteen
chapters on topics such as • what wildlife law is, what it covers, and what it seeks to achieve; • constitutional issues and key federal
statutes; • wildlife liability issues, from spider bites to escaped zoo animals; • state game laws, hunting and fishing rights of Indian
tribes; • and the Endangered Species Act. Wildlife Law fills a long-standing gap in the literature and introduces readers to the basics of
wildlife law while exploring such current controversies as endangered species protection, tribal fishing rights, game ranches, and the
challenges of constructing wildlife corridors. It is a much-needed addition to the bookshelf of everyone working with or concerned about
wildlife in the United States.
Casebook on Contract Law Sep 19 2019 'Casebook on Contract Law' provides students with a comprehensive selection of the cases most likely
to be encountered on contract law courses and is specifically designed to meet their needs.
Constitutional Law Sep 12 2021
Latin American Law May 20 2022 This casebook uniquely compares the law of Latin America to that of Europe, as well as the United States
while introducing students to the richness and diversity of the Latin American legal tradition through cases, legal documents, and
commentaries. This carefully designed book allows students to see the law in action and guides them through entire judicial decisions,
demonstrating how litigation unfolds and how a different legal culture operates. It is currently the only cases and materials publication
devoted to Latin American law and the issues that arise in concrete litigation south of the border.
Higher Education and the Law Mar 26 2020 This cutting-edge casebook provides materials for use in law schools and in other higher education
programs. The new edition continues its full coverage of core topics involving faculty (tenure, governance, and academic freedom) as well as
public/private/for profit distinctions, accreditation, admissions and financial aid. It includes a new case study of the Penn State crisis
and materials on key new federal regulatory mandates concerning "gainful employment," Title IX sexual assault guidance, and "direct threat"
analysis under Title II.
Natural Resources Law and Policy Oct 01 2020 This law school casebook instructs students on natural resources law and policy. The book
covers a wide range of natural resources -- from forests and wildlife to oceans and rivers -- with problems exercises and case studies for
students to sharpen their understanding of the issues. The book begins with an exploration of the economic, scientific, political and
ethical considerations that drive natural resource policy as well as consideration of the natural resource management challenges presented
by common pool resources, scientific uncertainty, mismatched scale, market failures and institutional adequacy. The book then explores these
themes and explicates the basic legal regimes for a range of resources-wildlife, fisheries, water, protected lands, range, mining, and
forests. The book also considers natural resource law and management on both public lands and private property, as well as in international
settings.
Sentencing Law and Policy Jun 28 2020 This casebook provides a broad overview of sentencing policy in the United States, examining both the
specific legal rules and the wider implications of punishment on offenders and communities. Unlike the competing books, it adopts an
institutional, social scientific perspective. A defining aspect of sentencing law in the US is that there isn't all that much "law". The
various actors (police, prosecutors, judges, etc.) have wide discretion, and sentencing outcomes are frequently driven by the often
competing interests of these agencies. This casebook puts these institutional interactions at the forefront, and it pushes students to think
carefully about the critical role they play in shaping outcomes. It also takes advantage of the author's training as an empirical economist
to incorporate (in plain English!) the latest cutting-edge social scientific evidence on why we punish, and on the effects of these
policies.
Constitutional Law Jun 09 2021 This casebook provides a unique combination of clearly structured and lawyerly coverage of the cases with
rich historical, theoretical, and philosophical materials that illuminate the development of our constitutional law. The note materials and
questions in the casebook make it easy to structure classes and promote lively discussion. And comparative examples from the constitutional
law of other nations are provided throughout. The Twentieth Edition is an updated version of this classic casebook, adding new materials on
the Supreme Court's most recent decisions on the First Amendment, Equal Protection, Substantive Due Process, Separation of Powers, and
Federalism.
A Casebook on Roman Property Law Dec 03 2020 This volume introduces Roman property law by means of "cases" consisting of brief excerpts
from Roman juristic sources in Latin with English translations. The cases are followed by series of analytical questions and translated
excerpts from modern civil codes to illustrate the dynamic character and continuing life of the Roman legal tradition.
Studies in Contract Law Oct 25 2022
Practicing Environmental Law Aug 11 2021 CasebookPlus Hardbound - New, hardbound print book includes lifetime digital access to an eBook,
with the ability to highlight and take notes, and 12-month access to a digital Learning Library that includes self-assessment quizzes tied
to this book, leading study aids, an outline starter, and Gilbert Law Dictionary.
Constitutional Law Apr 07 2021 The Sixteenth Edition provides comprehensive coverage of all areas of constitutional law, including judicial
review, separation of powers, federalism, due process, equal protection, free speech, and religious liberty. It emphasizes constitutional
law as a species of law, and aims to enable students who use it to practice constitutional law as lawyers. It also seeks to illuminate the
historical, theoretical, and philosophical background that bears on constitutional law and informs its practice. The 16th edition thoroughly
revises, updates and streamlines this classic casebook, emphasizing contemporary problems in areas from the war on terror to new uses of the
Internet. Highlights of the 16th edition include the final decisions of the Rehnquist Court, a preliminary look at the first two terms of
the Roberts Court, and expanded analysis of recent controversial decisions from Hamdan v. Rumsfeld to Gonzales v. Raich and Kelo v. City of
New London. It includes all key constitutional cases through the 2006-2007 Supreme Court Term, including the Court's latest holdings on
abortion, race-based assigments in the public schools, drug-related speech by public school students, and limits on campaign finance.
International Environmental Law and Policy May 28 2020 Treaty supplement examining all the major aspects of international environmental law
and policy. Section titles discuss: International Lawmaking; Principles of International Environmental Law; Air and Atmosphere; Oceans and
Seas; Freshwater Resources; Hazardous Wastes and Chemicals; Wildlife and Biodiversity; Protection of Habitat and Natural Places; and
International Trade.
Property Law and Policy Jan 16 2022 Dwyer and Menell's text on property law integrates legal, philosophical, economic, sociological,
anthropological, historical and political perspectives to provide students a firm grounding in the principal institutions-background legal
rules administered by courts, social norms, markets, and political bodies-defining and governing property in societies. One volume.
Legal Ethics May 08 2021 Combining rigorous analysis of the professional rules of lawyer conduct with extensive interdisciplinary materials
on the legal profession and ethics, this casebook offers a unique perspective on the professional challenges facing contemporary
lawyers--and their opportunity to promote the public good. The book combines real-life problems, doctrinal and statutory analysis, and
carefully-edited readings to offer a comprehensive and critical examination of the role of lawyers as client representatives and democratic
citizens. Many of the chapters can be used as independent units for courses focusing on ethical problems in corporate practice, tax
practice, family law, criminal law, and public interest law. The eighth edition also includes extensive revisions that provide new analysis
of core professional rules, enhanced organizational formats, and critical additions to the case law and professional literature. Key changes

include expanded coverage of how the lawyer-client relationship begins and ends; important updates to the materials on confidentiality,
conflicts of interest, and market regulation; recent media clips; and new research on access to justice, diversity and inclusion , lawyer
well being and legal education.
Legislation and Regulation Jun 16 2019 This updated casebook is designed for a first-year class on Legislation & Regulation, and provides a
proven, ready-to-use set of materials for those interested in introducing such a class to their 1L curriculum. The book focuses on the tools
and methods of interpreting legal texts, using Supreme Court and other appellate decisions as the primary texts, yet the note material
gently introduces students to applicable insights from political science, history, economics, and philosophy. The book aims to familiarize
students with tools and techniques that lawyers and judges use when crafting legal arguments in statutory or regulatory contexts, and to
give students a sense of the larger questions of institutional design implicated by these interpretive questions.
An Integrated Approach to Constitutional Law Jan 04 2021 This groundbreaking casebook is ideal for introductory Constitutional Law courses
of 3-5 units that teach both structure and rights. Its novel approach presents constitutional law as a coherent system, not as isolated
doctrines in silos. The book integrates subjects ordinarily taught in Con Law I and II; it integrates historical and doctrinal approaches;
it integrates features of a casebook and a study guide; and it presents each case as an integrated whole, so that students learn
relationships among doctrines while studying the details of each. Its tone is accessible, while its structure allows for sophisticated
classroom discussion. The Second Edition goes beyond merely incorporating significant cases decided after the First Edition was published in
2015. New historical material and biographical profiles have been added, even for pre-existing cases; some chapters have been reorganized;
and some text has been revised to anticipate student questions that commonly arise. The features of the casebook that made it a student
favorite are, of course, retained. (Students in Prof. Caplan's classes were asked, in an anonymous survey distributed by proctors at the end
of the semester, how the First Edition compared to casebooks used in other classes. 37% said the book was "better" than casebooks they used
in other classes, and 45% said the book was "a lot better.")
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